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Fan for thorough air and heat 
circulation

Suggested Uses
The Nemco Heated Snack Merchandiser is ideal 
for all kinds of sandwiches, donuts, baked goods, 
concession-type snack items and other warm 
fresh-made foods that are prepared and sold the 
same day. 

General Specifications

Dimensions    
 Equipment (w x d x h) 14"  x 14"  x 22"
Height Inside the Cabinet 13"
Shipping Carton (l x w x h) 18"  x 18"  x 26"
Equipment Weight 28 lbs
Shipping Weight 33 lbs
 
Electrical Specifications
    Plug
Volts Watts Amps Configuration            
120 390* 3.3  NEMA 5–15P

*Display Lamp–40, Heating Element–350

Temperature Range:  95° F to 190° F

Replacement parts are available through  
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design,  
specification or model changes without notice.

Incoloy® is a registered trademark of  
Special Metals Corporation.

Small footprint (1.36 sq. ft.) fits 
almost anywhere

Temperature adjustment  
up to 190° F   

Magnetic closure  
polycarbonate door

Two movable stainless 
steel trays

17-position rack for  
versatile merchandising

Stainless steel frame with  
tempered glass sides

Thermometer for  
temperature monitoring

Interior display lamp

Unit also available  
in a pass-through model

Nothing generates more profitable add-on impulse sales than warm, fresh 
food that smells irresistible, looks superb and catches the eye. The new Nemco 
Heated Snack Merchandiser delivers on all three counts. 

Slanted Toward High Visual Appeal
When the aroma gets your customers’ attention, they naturally start looking  
for the source. The Nemco Heated Snack Merchandiser is specially designed  
to make your enticing foods easy to see.
•  The dual-rack system slants toward customer traffic for optimum  

visual merchandising appeal. The stainless steel trays are movable  
and can take on 17 different positions for versatility.

•  A 40-watt display lamp inside the merchandiser creates warm  
lighting that makes your food look its very best.

•  Tempered glass sides and a polycarbonate front door resist  
scratching so customers always have a crystal clear view.

Warms Up the Appetite
For lasting freshness and flavor, the Nemco Heated Snack Merchandiser  
features a variable temperature setting that adjusts up to 190° F—great for all 
kinds of hot foods, such as sandwiches and cookies, that sell faster when they 
have a little sizzle.

Meanwhile, the design of the merchandiser itself adds a smooth, simple look 
that fits virtually any décor.

Small on Space, Big on Durability
Incredibly space-efficient, the Nemco Heated Snack Merchandiser has a compact 
footprint that will fit virtually anywhere on your counter, so it can be in the right 
place at the right time.

Plus, for lasting performance, its construction features:
•  A stainless steel frame and tempered glass.
•  An impact-resistant polycarbonate door.
•  Heating elements made of Incoloy® nickel-based metal  

for high-temperature corrosion resistance.
•  One-year parts and labor warranty.

  
Heat Up Sales From Any Angle


